Commission Autopilot Review and Proof

Study my commission autopilot review and see proof that this is the best affiliate marketing tool for 2012.

You will find out about a simple, yet powerful software solution for driving traffic to any affiliate offer.

Thanks to the system behind this tool you don't even need a website or list to get started making money in affiliate marketing.

Commission Autopilot taps into one of the biggest sources of free targeted traffic on the net that has been overlooked by many marketers until now. This system works right now in 2012.

Don't waste your time on outdated marketing strategies and start making commission with little effort.
Commission Autopilot Review

This affiliate marketing tool utilizes the power of document sharing to generate large amounts of free targeted traffic.

Many of the sites this tool works with receive more than 1 Million visitors per month already. You don't have to build traffic. The traffic is already there. With this tool You get an automated system that will grab a share of the traffic and forward it to your affiliate links.

One of the things I like most about it is that it will not only automate the process of submitting your content to these sites but also helps You to create relevant content with a few clicks.

Thanks to this approach You don't need a website or a list. You don't have to care about SEO as these sites are considered authority sites by google and rank well on their own.

All the traffic is free. No need to pay for PPC, SEO outsourcing or ads on other sites. Simply choose your niche and get started right away with only one tool.
Not 1 – but 18 powerful Traffic Sources

This affiliate marketing tool works with 18 high traffic sites that have a combined monthly traffic of well over 20 million monthly visitors. All of them have a lot of ranking power. By simply generating keyword optimized content you can grab top search engine rankings in google and bing.

The secret behind commission autopilot this is document sharing. You can compare this to article marketing in the old days, where an optimized niche article on Ezinearticles was capable of ranking in the top 10 on google for its keyword. This system brings back those days for You.

The huge difference is that it will not work with plain text articles but PDFs instead. This allows You to use rich multimedia presentations to upload. Actually the software has a content creation module that will do this job for You. But You can also use a free program like openoffice to produce the highest quality content yourself.

By uploading the PDF to the biggest 18 document sharing websites You tap into a free source of targeted traffic that is almost endless. Forget about SEO, link building or even buying traffic with PPC or stuff. Put your offer right where the traffic already is and get huge exposure. I will continue my commission autopilot review by showing You the software at work now.
Commission Autopilot Software Modules Reviewed

If You have been struggling to make money as an affiliate then this tool is your best choice.

I have seen some of my submissions go to the 1st spot in google in less than 24 hours after Submission and received hundreds of hits per day. Lets take a closer look at how to work with this program. I will first show You the content creation module.
Niche Content Creation Tool

As You can see there is just a single field You gotta fill for starting the creation of relevant Content. Put in Your main keyword here. Then hit the start button.

The affiliate marketing tool will then crawl the net for related articles and display them in the field below the keyword. Just a quick scan through the results to find the most relevant article for your niche is all it takes. Choose the article you want to use.

You can then save it as a text file for further editing or spinning the article if you want to make sure your submissions are of the highest quality and really unique. Or You hit the convert to PDF button instantly and let the software create a PDF from the article for You.

Within less than 2 minutes You have just created a relevant document for your niche.

The next screenshot will show You the settings window of the content creation tool. In that window You only have to enter a text that can be added to the article, either at the top or at the bottom or in both locations. This is also the place in which You insert the link You want to drive traffic to. Puuhhh, another whole minute of hard work :)

That's it. The software will save the newly created PDF file and you have keyword relevant content to use with the submission module.

You can of course repeat this step with more articles.

You can also re-use content you already have produced. If you already have a lot of articles then just open them in a free software like OpenOffice and click on export as PDF in the file menu.

Save the PDF in Commission Autopilots Document Folder and you are ready to reuse your articles in the submission tool.

Let me continue my Commission Autopilot Review by showing You the Submission Module.
The Submission Module of Commission Autopilot
Hit the Browse button and choose one of your created PDF Files. Or choose multiple PDFs. They will the show up in the first field inside the submission module.

You can then add titles to the second field. If You add more than one the software will automatically rotate the titles during the submission process. Having unique titles with your keyword in them will make it more likely for a search engine to list multiple of your documents on the same search result page.

Choose the category that best fits Your subject. The more accurate You are here, the more likely it is that users of the document sharing sites will discover your PDF, as most of them show the users related documents in the sidebar.

Last step is to add a short description. Include a link to your site here too. You are now ready to blast out your document(s) to all the high traffic sites on autopilot. Do not add to many PDFs in one run, as it will take a bit to get all the submissions done. Breaking it done to 5 documents per run is the best choice in my experience. You can of course use only 1 document at a time, to make sure your titles and description is really laser-targeted to your niche keyword.

Now You can choose which sites to submit to. I dont see a good reason to not keep them all checked. If You can think of one... then just deactivate sites You don't want to use.

Oh, did I mention that the account creation on those sites which require a membership to be able to submit is fully automated?
My Experience with this Tool

I was sceptical. I have seen too many “make money with a few clicks” tools that have not delivered on their promise in any way. I was really surprised when I first checked the results from this one though.

Anyone with only a little understanding of how to choose niche keywords can use this successfully. The ranking power of the sites is amazing. I have seen my documents taking top 10 google positions in under 24 hours and receiving hundreds of hits per day. The vast majority of the sites this tool works with is in the top 500 of all websites on Alexa. There is so much traffic there – just grab a share.

Even if You promote very small niches that only makes You a little money You can scale your income up by duplicating the process with new niches. Thanks to the automated content creation it takes just minutes to enter a new niche.

You can break into a new niche every day in no time at all. If You would only generate $10 a month from one keyword (one of my submisisons is responsible for a consistent revenue of $75/Day ) You would be earning $300 Bucks a month after 30 days by adding a new niche daily. The more You use this tool, the better You will understand which kind of keyword pulls in the money. This will lead to more money per submission.

I HIGHLY recommend this. In my eyes this is truly the best affiliate marketing tool available right now. You can download it here. But dont take my word for it. The last chapter of my Commission Autopilot Review will show You PROOF of the results I achieve with it.
Commission Autopilot Proof

One of my submissions is in Positions 2 on Google for a Keyword with 5 Million Results and it takes the 1st Position when the search term is quoted.

Another Submission is on Page one too, which is listed on position 9.

Next Page shows a Bing search for this keyword.

Just click on the Pictures to be taken to a live search on the search engine for these keywords.
In addition to these listings there is my Facebook Page and my main Blog in the Top 10. In Google and in Bing. Both sites are linked from within the PDFs, which supplies them with highly powerful backlinks and enables them to rank so well too. I hope You found the information You have been looking for in this Commission Autopilot Review. If You want to try this tool then check my blog and find out how to get a commission autopilot bonus by downloading it from there: Commission Autopilot Review on the Affiliate Niche Marketing Blog or visit the Commission Autopilot Homepage here.